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47

Executive summary

48

This document provides guidance on the data requirements to support authorisation of combined

49

vaccines and a claim for the use of two or more IVMPs, each with its own separate marketing

50

authorisation, in association with one another. This term was introduced during the amendment of

51

Title II to Annex I to Directive 2001/82/EC and there is a need to define the items covered by the term

52

association and identify the scientific data which are necessary to justify the use of an association.

53

Advice is also provided on the appropriate sections of the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC)

54

where instructions for the use of IVMPs in association should be given.

55

A section is added to define terms used in the context of the use of IVMPs in association to clarify the

56

interpretation of the different terms.

57

The Guideline has to be read in conjunction with the Guideline on requirements for the production and

58

control of immunological veterinary medicinal products (EMA/CVMP/IWP/206555/2010) and Directive

59

2010/63/EU.

60

1. Introduction (background)

61

Immunisation against more than one disease and/or more than one pathogen can be provided in a

62

number of ways as follows:

63

(a) Combined vaccine: an IVMP intended for immunisation against more than one disease and/or

64

pathogen and which is authorised by one marketing authorisation. The combined vaccine can be

65

supplied in a single primary container or in several primary containers, the contents of which are

66
67

mixed prior to use for administration.

68
69

(b) Association: The use of two or more IVMPs, each of which has its own marketing authorisation, is
regarded as an association. The following associations are possible:

70
71

(i) mixing of two or more IVMPs prior to use for administration at one site.

72

(ii) administration of two or more IVMPs at the same time but at different administration sites

73

(iii) administration of two or more IVMPs at different times as indicated in the SPC – this covers

74

both the administration of two or more IVMPs against different diseases/pathogens, each with

75

its own vaccination schedule, and the administration of different IVMPs within a vaccination

76

schedule to provide protection against the same disease/pathogen

77

2. Scope

78

This document is intended to outline items to be considered and the data requirements in relation to

79

marketing authorization applications for combined vaccines and applications where an association

80

between two or more different IVMPs is claimed by the applicant.

81

This document is therefore intended to revise and compile into a single document the existing

82

guidelines:

83

Guideline on requirements for concurrent administration of immunological veterinary medicinal

84

products (EMEA/CVMP/550/02) and the Note for guidance: Requirements for combined veterinary

85

vaccines (CVMP/IWP/52/97).
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86

The document is intended to provide guidance on the following sections of Title II of Annex I to

87

Directive 2001/82/EC:

88

Part 3, B, 9., Part 4, Chapter II, A. 4., 5. and 7.

89

3. Legal aspects

90

The following legal limitations apply to the types of association of IVMPs:

91

-

92
93

an association achieved by the mixing of individual products from separate applicants cannot be
authorised.

-

associations of products from different applicants (other than mixing of IVMPs) are possible

94

providing that there is consent and agreement between the applicants. Interactions need to be

95

mentioned in the SPC of all IVMPs involved, which requires agreement of all MAHs involved. From

96

a legal viewpoint such association of two or more products from different MAHs is possible but for

97

a number of reasons seems difficult to implement. Access to data from other MAHs is required and

98

therefore an agreement between the MAHs is necessary. In this case, the consent and agreement

99

between applicants should also cover responsibility for pharmacovigilance issues / reporting and

100

information impacting variations (cf 5.1). The use of trade names of IVMPs in the product

101

literature or a clear description of it which allows identification of the relevant product is

102

compulsory for those IVMPs, where the safety and efficacy of the association is proven and

103

accepted.

104

Changes of one product will lead to discontinuation of the association claim unless new data supporting

105

the continuation of the association are available. These changes will be subject to variation procedures.

106

Testing of IVMPs for animals requires safety and efficacy studies in target animals to ensure the safety

107

and efficacy of IVMPs. Therefore, animal trials cannot be avoided. Based on the historical development

108

of IVMPs and their proof of safety and especially efficacy was mainly performed by challenges. Due to

109

the ongoing development of serological markers for efficacy, the replacement of challenge trials by

110

serological marker tests is encouraged. The 3R principles (Replacement, Refinement, Reduction) as laid

111

down in Directive 2010/63/EU are respected and supported.

112

4. Requirements for combined vaccines

113

4.1. Data requirements

114

4.1.1. Quality

115

The requirements for manufacture and control of combined vaccines are the same as those for an IVMP

116

containing one active substance. They are defined in Annex I to Directive 2001/82/EC as amended and

117

in the guidelines applicable to the IVMPs.

118

4.1.2. Safety

119

The safety requirements for combined vaccines are the same as those for IVMPs containing one active

120

substance as defined in Annex I to Directive 2001/82/EC and in the guidelines applicable to IVMPs.

121

Data from laboratory and/or field safety studies carried out on a combined vaccine may be acceptable

122

to demonstrate the safety of a vaccine containing one of the active substances or smaller combinations

123

of the active substances providing the components (antigens, composition of excipients and/or
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124

adjuvants) are identical in each case and it is only the number of active substances which is changed.

125

Minor differences could be accepted if already agreed by the competent authorities.

126

4.1.2.1. Laboratory trials

127

Batches used in the laboratory safety tests should contain the largest number of components which will

128

be present in the combined vaccine each at the highest antigen content or titre which will be present in

129

the vaccine. In justifiable cases, e.g. for live combined vaccines in one dose presentation where it is

130

difficult to dissolve a ten-fold maximum dose in a sufficiently small volume to be administrable to

131

target animals of the youngest recommended age, overdose safety testing of a live combined vaccine

132

may occur at a lower than ten-fold maximum dose.

133

4.1.2.2. Field trials

134

The use of standard batches is accepted, which allows the investigation of safety and efficacy in the

135

same field studies.

136

4.1.3. Efficacy

137

The efficacy requirements for combined vaccines are the same as those for IVMPs containing one

138

active substance as defined in Annex I to Directive 2001/82/EC and in the guidelines applicable to

139

IVMPs.

140

4.1.3.1. Laboratory trials

141

Protection should be demonstrated for the combined vaccine. The tests should be conducted in each

142

target species after administration of the vaccine according to the proposed schedule of administration

143

containing the relevant active substance(s) at the minimum antigen content / minimum titre proposed

144

for the vaccine. Deviations from the use of the minimum antigen content / minimum titre for all of the

145

components in a multivalent vaccine could be accepted if justified.

146

The onset of immunity and the duration of immunity should be established for each active substance of

147

the combined vaccine. If appropriate, the influence of passively acquired and maternally derived

148

antibodies on the immunity shall be adequately evaluated.

149

In order to avoid unnecessary challenges, efficacy data from a vaccine of a larger combination of active

150

substances may be used to support the efficacy of the smaller combination provided:

151

(a) the components (antigens, composition of excipients and/or adjuvants) are identical and it is only

152

the number of active substances which is different (minor differences could be accepted if already

153

agreed by the competent authorities) and

154
155

(b) potential interactions of the active substances in the larger combination on the induction of
protection in the vaccinated animal are taken into account.

156

Similarly, the results from challenge studies with a vaccine containing fewer active substances may be

157

used to support the efficacy of the larger combination provided:

158

(a) the components which have already been tested for efficacy (antigens, composition of excipients

159

and/or adjuvants) are identical and it is only the number of active substances which is different

160

(minor differences could be accepted if already agreed by the competent authorities) and

161
162

(b) for one or more of the active substance(s) in the smaller combination, a threshold has been
defined for a marker parameter that correlates with protection. In such cases where a challenge is
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163

not performed for the active substance(s) in the larger combined vaccine, it must be demonstrated

164

that the results obtained for the marker parameter with the larger combination are at least equal

165

to the threshold established for this active substance in the smaller combination. In this situation

166

also, potential interactions of the active substances in the larger combination on the induction of

167

protection in the vaccinated animal must be taken into account.

168

4.1.3.2. Field trials

169

Field data for a combined vaccine of a larger combination may be used to support field use of a

170

combined vaccine of a smaller combination providing it can be demonstrated that the active

171

substance(s), which are present in the larger combination but not present in the smaller combination,

172

has no enhancing effects. The results obtained with an IVMP containing fewer active substances than

173

the combined vaccine can be taken into account to demonstrate the efficacy if the conditions

174

mentioned above (4.1.3.1.) are fulfilled.

175

The use of standard batches is accepted, which allows the investigation of safety and efficacy in the

176

same field studies.

177

4.2. SPC instructions

178

The combined vaccine authorized by one marketing authorisation can be supplied in a single primary

179

container or in several primary containers which are mixed prior to use for administration. Instructions

180

on the mixing and the possible nature and use of devices are provided in the SPC sections dealing with

181

posology (amount to be administered, administration route).

182

5. Requirements for associations

183

5.1. Items to be considered for associations

184

The applicant may present a claim of association between two or more IVMPs which each have their

185

own marketing authorisations. This means that for each individual IVMP, the quality, the safety and

186

the efficacy were demonstrated according to the requirements of Directive 2001/82/EC. Taking this

187

point into account, it may be acceptable to adapt the requirements of Directive 2001/82/EC to

188

demonstrate the compatibility of the IVMPs depending on the type of association claimed.

189

The supporting data must take into account that the associated administration of two or more IVMPs

190

may cause an interaction leading to either a diminished or increased immunological response to

191

individual components, compared to when each IVMP is administered alone. For example, in the case

192

of live virus vaccines, interference between different viral strains may suppress replication of the

193

vaccine strains resulting in a sub-optimal response. The basis for association of IVMPs should be a

194

demonstration of acceptable safety and absence of serious interference between the IVMPs involved. If

195

the safety for associations is less than the safety established for the separate products, the applicant

196

has to justify the association by appropriate benefit-risk analysis, where the benefits of the association

197

must clearly outweigh the reduced safety. In such situations, the SPCs of the separate products should

198

be amended to reflect the safety profile due to associated use of the IVMPs. If some level of

199

interference between the products in the association leads to a reduction of efficacy, the association of

200

the IVMPs needs further justification on a case by case basis.

201

It should also be noted that changes that have an impact on the production or composition of any of

202

the concerned IVMPs will also require re-evaluation of the compatibility of the association.
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203

The items that need to be considered for the application to support the associated use of two or more

204

IVMPs are outlined below.

205

The design of the safety and efficacy studies performed to support the association of two or more

206

IVMPs should be justified.

207

5.2. Mixing of two or more IVMPs prior to administration

208

5.2.1. Data requirements

209

5.2.1.1. Quality

210

The absence of negative interactions after mixing of the individual IVMPs (e.g. virucidal effect and

211

physio-chemical interactions) should be demonstrated.

212

If the mixture is not to be completely used immediately then studies should be performed to support

213

the claimed in-use shelf life for all of the components in the mixture.

214

5.2.1.2. Safety

215

The safety studies performed with the mixed IVMPs should be consistent with the requirements of

216

Directive 2001/82/EC as amended and with the guidelines applicable to the IVMPs.

217

Laboratory studies:

218

Special attention should be given to the following aspects:

219

If justified the studies may be reduced to tests in the most sensitive category of each target species

220

using the most sensitive route of administration. If different minimum ages are approved for the

221

individual IVMP, the safety of the association should be established for the youngest age of vaccination

222

(worst case scenario) Unless justified otherwise, the mixed IVMPs used in the different laboratory

223

safety studies should contain the maximum titre or antigen content.

224

Follow up should be similar to that performed when the IVMPs are given alone.

225

The results should be compared with those obtained when the IVMPs are given alone (data already

226

available in the marketing authorisation dossier of each IVMP).

227

In some cases the possibility of recombination or genetic reassortment of related live vaccine strains

228

due to mixing of the IVMPs should be subjected to a risk analysis. Additional safety studies may be

229

required in very specific cases.

230

Field studies:

231

For field trials, the use of standard batches is accepted, which allows the investigation of safety and

232

efficacy in the same field studies.

233

The safety of associated use can be supported by adequate safety data from field trials using a

234

standard batches of vaccine without the requirement for additional laboratory trials, provided a

235

satisfactory justification has been given and that the follow up is the same as the ones performed in

236

the safety laboratory studies when the IVMPs are given alone.

237

5.2.1.3. Efficacy

238

In principle, the protection should be demonstrated for all components of the mixed IVMPs by

239

challenge, according to the requirements of Annex I to Directive 2001/82/EC and with the guidelines
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240

applicable to the IVMPs. In most cases the batches being mixed should contain the minimum titre or

241

active content and the mixture should be administered such that a single dose of each of the individual

242

vaccines is administered to each category of each target species, by all the recommended routes of

243

administration. However, if scientific rationale suggests that the various components might interfere

244

with one another the relative titres or antigen content of the batches to be used might need to be

245

considered on a case-by-case basis and appropriate justification provided for the batches selected.

246

Special attention should be given to the following aspects:

247



Challenge against each of the active substances included in the IVMPs: If a threshold for a marker

248

parameter that is correlated with protection has been established for one or more of the active

249

substances of the individual IVMPs, the challenge against these active substances can be omitted

250

and the follow up of these marker parameters after administration of the mixed IVMPs is

251

acceptable to support the claim for these active substances. This is only valid if it can be shown

252

that no interactions exist between the different active substances present in the mixed IVMPs

253

which may affect the immune response.

254



Follow up similar to those performed when the IVMPs are given alone.

255



Comparison of the results with those obtained when the IVMPs are given alone (data already
available in the MA of each IVMP).

256
257



Whenever challenge studies are carried out the results must be similar and support all the efficacy

258

claims of the individual IVMPs. If a follow up of marker parameters has been used, it should be

259

demonstrated that the results obtained with the mixed IVMPs are at least equal to the threshold

260

established for each individual IVMP.

261



If different minimum ages are approved for the individual IVMP, the efficacy of the association

262

should be established for the youngest age of vaccination (worst case scenario) vaccination) It

263

should be demonstrated that the mixing of IVMPs does not negatively affect the onset and duration

264

of immunity as established for the individual IVMPs.

265

For field trials, the use of standard batches is accepted, which allows the investigation of safety and

266

efficacy in the same field studies. If a marker of protection has been established, it can be followed

267

during this trial and the results obtained with the mixed IVMPs should be at least equal to the

268

threshold established for each individual IVMP. Field data for larger mixed combinations are sufficient

269

to support field data for smaller mixed combinations.

270

5.2.2. SPC instructions

271

The individually authorised IVMPs are supplied in different primary containers, the content of which will

272

require mixing prior to administration. Instructions on administration should be provided in the SPCs

273

for each individual IVMP and instructions on how to mix them should be provided in the section dealing

274

with posology (amounts to be administered, administration route). If any extraneous devices are

275

needed for the mixing process they should be adequately described under the same section.

276

Furthermore,in this section information regarding the in-use shelf life after mixing should be included

277

The safety and efficacy data obtained with the mixed IVMPs should be described in the section dealing

278

with the interactions with other medicinal products.

279

The compatibility statement for mixture should be mentioned in the section “Incompatibilities”.
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280
281
282

5.3. Associations due to administration of two or more IVMPs at the same
time but at separate administration sites or due to administration of
two or more IVMPs at separate times

283

5.3.1. Data requirements

284

5.3.1.1. Safety

285

At least one study performed in laboratory conditions or in a field trial is necessary to demonstrate the

286

safety of the association of the IVMPs. Special attention should be given to the following aspects:

287



Administration of one dose of each IVMP (standard batches allowed) to the most sensitive category

288

of each target species by one of the recommended routes (the most likely to result in interference)

289

given either at the same time (separate sites) or at different times. In the case of different IVMPs

290

being administered at different times, the time interval between administrations should be

291

consistent with that mentioned in the SPC.

292



Follow up similar to those performed when the IVMPs are given alone.

293



Comparison of the results with those obtained when the IVMPs are given alone in compliance with
data already available in the marketing authorisation dossier of each IVMP.

294
295



Results can be different but the risk/benefit balance should remain positive.

296

In some cases the possibility of recombination or genetic reassortment of related viral strains due to

297

administration of the IVMPs at the same time or within a time interval which may result in

298

recombination or genetic reassortment should be subjected to a risk analysis. Additional safety studies

299

may be required in very specific cases.

300

If different minimum ages are approved for the individual IVMP, the safety of the association should be

301

established for the youngest age of vaccination (worst case scenario) vaccination)

302

5.3.1.2. Efficacy

303

In principle, the protection should be demonstrated for the associated IVMPs by challenge. The batches

304

used can be standard batches and should be administered such that a single dose of each of the

305

individual vaccines is administered under conditions most likely to result in interference (most sensitive

306

category of each target species, most sensitive route of administration). The IVMPs should be given

307

either at the same time (separate sites) or at different times. In the case of IVMPs being administered

308

at different times, the time interval between administrations should be consistent with that mentioned

309

in the SPC.

310

Special attention should be given to the following aspects:

311



Challenge against each of the active substances included in the IVMP: If a threshold for a marker

312

parameter that is correlated with protection has been established for one or more of the actives of

313

the individual IVMPs, the challenge against each of these actives can be omitted and the follow up

314

of these parameters after administration of the associated IVMPs is acceptable to support the claim

315

for these active substances. This is only valid if it can be shown that no interactions exist between

316

the different active substances present in the IVMPs.

317



Follow up should be similar to that performed when the IVMPs are given alone.

318



Comparison of the results with those obtained when the IVMPs are given alone in compliance with

319

data already available in the MA of each IVMP.
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320



Results must be similar and support all the efficacy claims of the individual IVMPs. If a follow up of

321

marker parameters has been used, it should be demonstrated that the results obtained with the

322

associated IVMPs are at least equal to the threshold established for each individual IVMP.

323
324



It should be demonstrated that the association of IVMPs should not negatively affect the onset and
duration of immunity as established for the individual IVMPs.

325

If an IVMP is developed such that it must be used in association with another IVMP in order to induce a

326

full protection against one disease/pathogen (e.g. priming with a live vaccine followed later by a

327

booster with an inactivated vaccine), the efficacy has to be demonstrated after the full vaccination

328

schedule has been applied. For more details please see: Note for Guidance on duration of protection.

329

Where adequate justification is given, the efficacy of the association may be supported by data from a

330

field trial(s) alone. If data from a field trial(s) only are used to support the association, the following

331

items must be considered

332

(a) a natural challenge against all of the relevant pathogens may not occur under field conditions and

333
334

therefore the results of the trial may not be sufficient to support the claims
(b) a marker of protection should be established which can be followed during the trial and the results

335

obtained with the associated IVMPs should be at least equal to the threshold or limits established

336

for each individual IVMP.

337

If different minimum ages are approved for the individual IVMP, the minimum age recommended for

338

the administration of the associations should be the worst case scenario (minimum age of vaccination)

339

For field trials, the use of standard batches is accepted, which allows the investigation of safety and

340

efficacy in the same field studies.

341

5.3.2. SPC instructions

342

The associated IVMPs are supplied in several primary containers. Instructions on administration should

343

be provided in the section dealing with posology (amounts to be administered, administration route) of

344

the SPCs/ for each individual IVMP and points relevant to administration of the association should be

345

included in the section on interactions. The safety and efficacy data obtained with the IVMPs used at

346

the same time but at separate administration sites should be described also in the section on

347

interactions.

348

When different IVMPs are associated within a vaccination schedule, the efficacy claims should be

349

clearly indicated in the section “Indications for use” and the vaccination schedule presented in the

350

section dealing with posology (amounts to be administered, administration route).

351

Definitions

352

Combined IVMP:

353

A combined IVMP is one medicinal product intended for immunisation against more than one disease

354

and/or pathogen with one marketing authorisation. When the IVMP covered by the marketing

355

authorization comprises more than one primary packaging, these should be marketed combined only

356

and packed together unless this is impossible, e.g. in the case of largely different vial sizes or different

357

storage temperatures. Instructions on proper administration are provided in the section of the SPC

358

dealing with posology (amounts to be administered, administration route).
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359

Associations:

360

The IVMPs are different veterinary medicinal products and each of them has its own marketing

361

authorisation. The SPC of each IVMP indicates possible associated use of the products.

362

Subtypes of associations:

363



mixing of the IVMPs prior to use for administration at one site (formerly: simultaneous use).

364



administration of the IVMPs at the same time but at separate application sites (formerly:

365
366

concurrent use).


367

administration of the IVMPs at separate times. The time interval should be defined and justified by
the applicant (formerly: concurrent use).

368

The wording “concurrent use” and “simultaneous use” is mentioned here as they are mentioned in the

369

Annex I of Directive 2001/82/EC as amended but they should not be used in the SPC as the terms are

370

often confused and therefore the meanings may be unclear for the end user.

371

Separate sites:

372

Application sites sufficiently distant from each other to prevent the possibility of mixing of the products

373

and to allow local reactions to each product to be distinguished from each other.

374

Separate times:

375

Times of administration sufficiently separated to prevent mixing of the products at the site of

376

application. The time interval between the administrations is defined by the applicant and mentioned in

377

the SPC.

378

Standard batch:

379

A batch of vaccine produced according to the method described in the marketing authorisation dossier

380

that is representative of those found in routine production and is therefore of a titre or potency

381

intermediate between the permitted maximal and minimal values.

382

Marker parameter:

383

A marker parameter is a specific response to a vaccination which can quantitatively be assessed and

384

be linked to efficacy. Examples of marker parameters to vaccination include:

385

•

386
387
388

Immune responses to vaccination identified by serological tests that can be correlated with efficacy
(immune response that is responsible for and statistically interrelated with protection).

•

Marker of efficacy post challenge (e.g. reduction of excretion of the challenge organism, reduction
of the load of challenge organism in blood, reduction of clinical signs).

389

The threshold for the marker parameter may be defined in a Ph. Eur. Monograph (e.g. immunogenicity

390

test) and if not, by the applicant based on data from efficacy studies. Literature data can only be used

391

to support the threshold where a justification which is acceptable to the competent authorities, is

392

provided by the applicant,

393

The chosen marker parameter should offer the possibility to compare the efficacies of (1) smaller and

394

larger combinations or (2) IVMPs administered alone and in association.
Guideline on the requirements for combined vaccines and associations of
immunological veterinary medicinal products (IVMPs)
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